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The World Leader in Disc Sports

WWe were captivated by the flying disc craze of the 1970’s. To 
interact with a spinning disc and watch it fly is truly a beautiful 
thing. Our frustration at the time was over the quality of the 
discs that were available; flight patterns were inconsistent, 
distance potential was low, and the quality in general was poor. 
Those discs were manufactured to be toys, and we wanted high 
performance sports equipment to keep up with the increasing 
skills of the plskills of the players.

In 1978 we launched Discraft to serve disc sports athletes.

Performance Sportdiscs™ For All Levels of Play
Over 35 years later, Discraft continues to build on a rock-solid 
reputation for quality and consistency. Using engineering grade 
polymers and precision craftsmanship, Discraft continues to 
create sportdiscs™ in the USA for players of all skill levels.

Made by Athletes, for Athletes
Much of our product line is deMuch of our product line is devoted to the diverse needs of disc 
golfers, and everyone from beginners to World Champions will 
find discs perfectly suited to lower their scores.  For Ultimate 
there is no better choice than the 175 UltraStar™, used by 
millions players around the globe as the official disc of USA 
Ultimate and many other governing bodies for the sport.  And the 
Freestyle Players Association calls the Discraft Sky-Styler™ “the 
best Freesbest Freestyle disc ever made.”

We invite you to join us: grab a disc, 
get outside and get airborne!

Made in the USAPresident and founder, Discraft
Ultimate Hall of Fame class of 2011
Disc Golf Hall of Fame class of 1997
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Different discs are better suited to different players.  A youth 
under 14 might be better with a putter, while an athletic 
college student could probably start with a moderate 
driver.

              When in doubt, any player will benefit   
       from throwing the Discraft Buzzz     
        midrange.  To put it simply, Buzzz is 
the        the best golf disc you can buy.  It is 
easy          easy to control and now the most 
popular         popular disc in the sport.

                              The Disc                              The Discraft Beginner Golf Sets include                             
        everything a new player needs.  The deluxe set 
                          includes a putter, midrange, two distance 
                         drivers and a disc golf bag.

GOLF   DISC   BASICS

Why   So   Many   Models?
Like ball golf clubs, golf discs are designed to produce a variety of flight paths 
within a variety of playing conditions. Some are designed for maximum distance, 
some to turn left or right, some are better into a headwind, some are used for 
controlled short shots, and so on.

WWhat   To   Look   For:   Stability
Each Discraft disc is rated for stability. At the far end of this scale is a stability 
rating of 3.0, which indicates a very overstable and difficult to control disc.  
Discs with a high stability rating will have a tendency to ‘hyzer,’ and you may 
find it challenging to keep them flying straight.  New players should focus on 
discs with lower ratings of 1.0 or less.  More info on stability ratings can be 
found on page 14.

WWhat   To   Look   For:   Weight
The weight of a golf disc can also affect its stability. The rule of thumb is: a 
heavier version of any given disc will tend to be slightly more overstable than a 
lighter version of the same disc. Many of the pro golfers on Team Discraft throw 
the heaviest discs available. That’s fine for experienced pros, but you may want 
to start with some lighter weights in the 160 gram range or below.

What  Are   The   Best   Golf   Discs   To   Start   With?

Mr. Popular_<
_>

CATCH   &   THROW

Which   Should   I   Choose?
All three of our Sportdisc ‘lids’ are excellent for
general catch & throw purposes.

UltraStar   175   gram   (page   7)
This disc has set the standard for
Ultimate.  Consistent, dependable, Ultimate.  Consistent, dependable, 
and heavy enough for long flights
to the end zone, even in wind.

Sky-Styler   160   gram  
(page   8)
Best for freestyle.  At 160 grams it is
the perfect weight for brushing and 
guiding.guiding.

J*Star   145   gram   (page   6)
The original youth disc of USA Ultimate.  
Just like its big brother the Ultra-Star, 
but smaller and lighter.  Fun and 
easy to throw.
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THRASHER  DISTANCE  DRIVER

Thrasher is the new super quick 
distance driver that delivers huge 
shots for slower arms while still 

being completely big arm friendly.

MINI  BUZZZ

Mini Buzzz has taMini Buzzz has taken the world 
by storm. At approximately 62 
grams and about six inches 
across, it's larger and heavier 
than your standard mini. Looks 
awesome, flies great and 
always provides a ton of fun!

JAWBREAKER PLASTIC BLEND

Disc golf’s grippiest new plastic 
blend is super tacky and has a 

completely unique look. Perfect for 
putters... give ‘em a squeak!
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Fast-Paced   Non-Contact   Field   Team   Sport
Ultimate combines the non-stop mUltimate combines the non-stop movement and athletic endurance of 
soccer with the aerial passing skills of football.  Self-officiated 
sportsmanship is highly emphasized, and is known as the Spirit of the 
Game.  A game is played by two seven-player squads on a field similar to 
football. The object of the game is to score by catching a pass in the 
opponent’s end zone. The disc may be advanced only by completing a 
pass to a teammate.  A team may throw as many passes as they wish 
and possession is retained as long as the disc is in the air -- although the and possession is retained as long as the disc is in the air -- although the 
thrower has only ten seconds to release a pass. 

Game   Offers   Constant   Change   of   Pace
All turnovers result in an immediate change of possession and a change 
of direction of play. Games are generally played to 15 points. Each point 
begins with a ‘pull’ from end zone to end zone and teams switch ends 
after scoring.
  
OVER  FIVE  M ILLION  PLAYERS  IN  40+  COUNTRIES
Ultimate is now played in over 40 countries at many competitive levels, 
from casual summer leagues to national teams and two US pro leagues. 
Over 4.8 million athletes report annual play in the U.S. alone1, and over 
1400 teams compete annually in the USA Ultimate Championship Series. 
(1Sports & Fitness Industry Association, 2012)

what   is  ultimate?

WEIGHT 145DIAMETER 9.50”

CLASS: JR ULTIMATE WORLD STANDARD

The J*Star is the official youth Ultimate disc for ages 12 and 
under.  Smaller and lighter than its big brother the Ultra-Star, 
it is easier for developing players to catch, throw and get 
better distance.

J*STAR  145 

The littlest version of the venerable UltraStar.  Flies great, 
looks cool.  Not recommended for really fun but irresponsible 
impromptu Ultimate games in hotel hallways and other indoor 
public spaces. ;-)  Available in stock SuperColor designs or 
your own custom creations.

UltraStar   mini 
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WEIGHT 175DIAMETER10.75”

CLASS: ULTIMATE WORLD STANDARD

The world standard for the sport of Ultimate. With its 
contoured grip and aerodynamic engineering, UltraStar has 
set the standard for quality, consistency and performance 
since its introduction in 1981.

Official disc of USA Ultimate since 1991
ULTRASTAR  175

If your game is Ultimate, your disc is UltraStar.

DA LE
GEND_>
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WEIGHT 160DIAMETER10.5”

CLASS: FREESTYLE

The Sky-Styler is the world standard freestyle disc. At 160 
grams it is the perfect weight for brushing and guiding. This 
disc has more world titles in the 1990’s than any other! Find 
out why this disc is the freestyler’s choice and an excellent 
beach disc too.

SKY- STYLER

“The Sky-Styler is the best Freestyle disc ever made.”
- Freestyle Players AssociationFR
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high   impact
promotions
If your brand targets active 
adults aged 18-44, put your 
message on a Discraft disc!

Our clients include industry 
leaders like these:

For more information on 
custom printing, call us at 
248.624.2250 or visit 
www.discraft.com Minimum purchase required for all custom orders. Please 

carefully read design specifications before creating your 
artwork. Call or visit discraft.com for details.

Custom hot stamp printing uses a heated pressure system 
to embed brightly colored foils onto the disc. This is the 

most economical choice for custom designs, and is 
available on nearly all of our discs and lines. Hot stamping 

also requires the most stringent design standards.

hot   stamping

USAU championship approved! Your custom 
SuperColor design printed on the center of your 

UltraStars, leaving the flight rings “pure.” 

NEW:  ULTRASTAR   CENTER   PRINTING

Now you can put lush, full color designs on Ultrastar, 
Ministar and Buzzz discs with our exclusive SuperColor 
process. From photos to stunning graphics, SuperColor 
discs are a promotional MUST HAVE for all corporate 
groups, events and others who want to associate their 
logos and designs with quality and fun!

supercolor

Show your true colors: make your discs as cool and unique as you are with custom 
design options from Discraft. Available on a wide range of golf and sportdiscs.

for   leagues,  teams,   tournaments  &   corporate   events

customize   your   discs

Discraft Gear 2017        9Custom Disc Options



All Discraft golf discs
are PDGA approved.

DISCRAFT   DISC   GOLF   PLASTICS
DISC  GOLF  SPONSORSHIPS

STABILITY   RATINGS   /   FLIGHT   CHART
DISTANCE   DRIVERS
fairway  DRIVERS
MIDRANGE   DISCS

MINMINI  DISCS
PUTTER   &   APPROACH   DISCS
FLX   /   FLY   DYE   /   GLO   DISCS
TEAM   GEAR   &   APPAREL
retail   display   items
CHAINSTAR   TARGET

SEE   ALSO:
CCUSTOM   PRINTING

DISCRAFT   DISC   GOLF
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The Memorial Championship
      presented by Discraft

Mar 1 - 4, 2017
Scottsdale / Fountain Hills, AZ

DG Pro Tour kickoff

The United States Amateur
Disc Golf Championship 
presented by Discraft

June 2 - 4, 2017
Milford, MI
PDGA Major

PDGA Amateur & Junior Disc
Golf World Championships

July 15 - 22, 2017
Quad Cities, IA
PDGA Major

PDGA Professional Disc
Golf World Championships

June 20 - 24, 2017
Augusta, GA
PDGA Major

Discraft Ledgestone
Insurance Open

August 3 - 6, 2017
Peoria, IL

*Largest tournament in disc golf history

Discraft Green Mountain 
Championship

September 14 - 17, 2017
Jeffersonville, VT
DG Pro Tour finale

United States Women’s Disc 
Golf Championships

September 21 - 24, 2017
Johnson City, TN

PDGA Major

supports  these
leading   events
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Like Traditional “Ball” Golf Played With a Disc
Disc golf is a lot like traditional “ball” golf, except players use specially made 
plastic flying discs instead of balls and clubs, and throw them for ‘par’ at an 
above-ground target instead of a hole in the ground. There are different types of 
discs used for different purposes, much like ball golfers use different clubs.

Players Start by Teeing Off, Finish by Landing in Target
The object of the game is to throw a golf disc into the basThe object of the game is to throw a golf disc into the basket (a steel basket over which 
chains hang), in the fewest throws. The player begins by ‘driving’ from a designated tee 
area and continues toward the target, throwing each consecutive shot from the spot 
where the previous throw landed. Finally, a successful ‘putt’ sends the disc into the target. 
The most satisfying sound a disc golfer can hear is the ‘ching!’ of a disc crashing the chains 
before dropping into the basket.

Courses Vary in Length and Terrain
Most disc golf courses consist of 18 or 24 holes, and Most disc golf courses consist of 18 or 24 holes, and you’ll find some nine-hole courses too. 
Hole lengths vary, but generally fall between 150 and 500 feet each. Trees, shrubbery, water 
and terrain changes offer plenty of hazards to avoid, and it becomes very possible to lose a 
disc in areas with thick growth, tall trees or (SPLASH!) deep water. Fortunately, at retail prices 
between $9 and $20, lost discs are more easily replaced than your typical nine-iron.

Easy on the Environment, Inexpensive, and Fun
Disc golf offers maDisc golf offers many of the same pleasures as ball golf: fresh air in a beautiful landscape, the 
camaraderie of friends, and the challenge and excitement of combining personal skill and 
speed to project an object toward a target. In addition, disc golfers can feel better about 
themselves and their environment, knowing that chemical pollutants and vast amounts of 
fresh water aren’t being used to keep their playing fields looking good, nor do acres of trees 
need to be clear-cut or wetlands filled in, as is sometimes the case for too many ball golf 
courses. And perhaps best of all, disc golf is inexpensive. The only equipment you need is a 
flying disc, and most courses are located in municipal parks, which admit plflying disc, and most courses are located in municipal parks, which admit players for free 
or a minimal fee for daily or yearly access.

Golf Discs Make Playing More Fun
Don’t expect to see many freestyle discs out on the course. These discs fly great, but 
can’t deliver the distance you’ll want for driving. On the other hand, the sharper 
edges of a golf disc are useless for a game of catch! The game draws a friendly 
crowd of 500,000 regular players who welcome and encourage new players. 
Traditionally dominated by 18 to 54-year-old males, the field of disc golf players 
has expanded greatly in recent years to include many women and families. 
Kids love it, it’s a cheap date and a great excuse to get a little outdoor 
exexercise. Bottom line: disc golf can be big fun for everyone regardless of 
age, gender or economic status.

disc   golf?what
   is
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join us for
the largest tournament
in disc golf history.

aug 3 - 6

2017

1200
competitors

over

200k$
total payout

over

boost your   club  or
tournament  with   a
discraft  $ponsorship

-  raise  funds
-  get  prizes  FOR  YOUR  PLAYERS
- super  low  cost  discs  with  your  custom  art!

a  a  program  for  everyone
Could your club or event use some sponsorship?  Of course!  
Discraft wants to support your efforts to promote disc golf, and 
we are ready to help, whether you’re big or just getting started.

build  local  pride
PlPlayers know you’re for real when you can offer them sweet discs 
with your logo or artwork, which will help to ensure they come 
back for more fun.

Getting  sponsored  is  easier  than  ever!
WWe have revamped our programs to help you make the biggest 
impact on growing your club or tournament.  Head over to 
discraft.com/dgsponsorship.html right now and let’s make this 
happen.  Booyah!

INFO  AT  DISCRAFT.COM/DGSPONSORSHIPS.HTML
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overstable understable

Chart indicates ratings for right 
handed, backhand throws at moderate 
to high speeds. Reverse chart for right 
handed forehand shots or left handed 
backhand throws.

Disc turns moderately hard left

Disc flies flat and straight

Disc will hold a slow right turn

WWhy do some discs fly left, and others 
go right? Like clubs in ball golf, 
Discraft golf discs are designed to 
travel a variety of flight paths to meet 
any course challenge. We define a 
disc’s flight characteristics through the 
term STABILITY.

LeLet’s assume you are a right handed, 
backhand thrower. If you throw a disc 
and it continues straight, that disc is 
called stable.  A disc that fades left is 
overstable, a right fade is understable.

Each DiscEach Discraft disc is marked with a 
number from -3 to +3. The lower the 
number, the more understable  the 
disc will fly. The higher the number, 
the more overstable the disc will fly.

system
stab

ility

ratin
g

DISC GOLF
FLIGHT GUIDE
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3x world champ
nate doss
team discraft

MAX WT 174STABILITY 1.4

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

This straight & versatile flier fills many needs for many 
different skill levels: it doesn't get flippy for power throwers, 
isn't hard to control for low-power players.

UNDERTAKER

MAX WT 174STABILITY 1.7

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

It's very fast and understable but not flippy, allowing huge 
distance from slower arms yet is completely big arm friendly. 
It will finish on a slow hyzer in most situations, so expect 
some gloriously clean anhyzers with a mild finish.

THRASHER

MAX WT 174STABILITY 1.3

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

Crank is the fastest, most controllable max distance golf 
driver you've ever thrown. If you've been struggling to 
improve your distance while maintaining accuracy, you 
haven't tried Crank.

CRANK

MAX WT 174STABILITY 0.7

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

Just because you don't have a lot of power, doesn't mean you 
don't deserve more distance! Crank SS was designed to 
deliver significantly more distance for low-power throwers. 
Fast and controllable with a comfortable grip.

CRANK  SS
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NUKE: More distance, more speed, less effort.
What will YOUR new personal distance record be?

MAX WT 174STABILITY 1.6

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

Pro D NUKE also available in 150 class... and it floats in water!

Longer drives are now as easy as pushing a button: NUKE 
delivers virtually effortless maximum distance for moderate 
to expert players.  The fastest selling disc in Discraft’s 30 
year history. If you can’t find your shot, look past the basket.

nuke

MAX WT 174STABILITY 1.0

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

The 'super straight' version of NUKE is more controllable at 
slower speeds, allowing developing players to get the 
distance of more advanced players without needing years of 
experience.  Nearly as popular as original NUKE!

nuke  sS

MAX WT 174STABILITY 2.2

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

OS stands for overstable. It's big D for big arms: created for 
expert players and windy conditions. Rewards power throwers 
with insane distance potential. Will finish on a hyzer even in 
strong winds, and offers ultra-dependable consistency. 

nuke  OS

SICK!
!
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dion arlyn
team discraft

MAX WT 174STABILITY 1.6

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

If you’re still developing your arm speed, the super straight 
Surge SS can deliver the same distance as its big brother, yet 
is easier to control.  The thing is a birdie machine!

Surge   SS

MAX WT 174STABILITY 1.7

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

Surge is the whip.  Our most popular and controllable max D 
driver for all conditions.  Can handle moderate headwinds 
with no problem, wicked fast with a surprising amount of 
extra glide.

Surge

MAX WT 174STABILITY 0.5

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

Avenger SS is our current favorite to recommend to amateur 
players, combining long glide with ease of control.  Throw it 
hard and flat for a slight fade to the right, then watch 
Avenger SS keep on gliding!  Awesome for rollers too.

avenger   ss 

MAX WT 174STABILITY 2.0

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

If you’ve got the arm, we’ve got the disc.  Force is beloved by 
big arms for consistency, wind-fighting ability and above all: 
BIG D.  Pop one out and find out what your game is made of.

force
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UmeA,  Sweden  IS  one  of  hundreds  of  global  ace  race  locations.    join  the  fun!UmeA,  Sweden  IS  one  of  hundreds  of  global  ace  race  locations.    join  the  fun!

www.DiscGolfAceRace.com
Run It!

It’s the biggest event in the history of disc golf!  Hundreds of 
local events happen each season around the globe, bringing 
out thousands of players.  It’s not a tournament, but it may 
be the most fun you have disc golfing all year.  See what all 
the noise is about! www.discgolfacerace.com for more info. 

ACE  RACE
AUGUST,  SEPTEMBER  &  OCTOBER  AT  A  COURSE  NEAR  YOU

AC
E 
R
AC
E

big  fun! your  course!low  cost!
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MAX WT 178STABILITY 0.8

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

The versatile Mantis™ is a utility driver for experienced 
players, and a distance driver for newer players. A touch of 
overstability enables control at slow or high speeds. Rip it 
hard for hyzer flips or hold a straight line at slower speeds. 

MANTIS

MAX WT 174STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

The 2014 Ace Race proto quickly caught fire with players for 
its control, glide and distance at slower arm speeds. It has a 
smaller rim for easier grip, and is a breakthrough in 
delivering improved distance for new and developing players. 

HEAT

MAX WT 174STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

XL is one of the farthest flying discs ever made, and is hugely 
popular with both new and seasoned players. Easy to control, 
holds a sweet line on big throws. Former world distance 
record holder of 693 feet.

XL

MAX WT 174STABILITY 2.5

CLASS: DISTANCE DRIVER

Flick is flat, fast and overstable, making it excellent for 
forehand, overhand and distance drives.  A high-performance 
wind warrior for strong arms and advanced players.

flick
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ben askren
team discraft

us olympian
mma welterweight champ

MAX WT 174STABILITY 2.5

CLASS: FAIRWAY DRIVER

Predator is our most predictable overstable driver. It holds a 
line in the wind, or turns a hyzer corner at medium speed. 
Highly valued for its unwavering consistency. Check a top 
pro's bag, and chances are good you'll find a Pred!

PREDATOR

MAX WT 174STABILITY 1.1

CLASS: FAIRWAY DRIVER

A runaway hit and now the #1 driver for average players.  
Dependably straight without getting flippy, Stalker is the 
utility driver that will keep you in the fairway.  Controls like a 
Buzzz on ‘roids with a gentle finish for soft landings.  Money!

stalker

MAX WT 179STABILITY 1.0

CLASS: FAIRWAY DRIVER

Zombee want CHAAAAINS! This utility driver has a stability 
rating of 1.0, making it easy to throw and control for the 
majority of disc golfers. Slow and relentlessly straight toward 
its prey, Zombee has become a huge player favorite. 

ZOMBEE

fairway drivers
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AMATEUR DISC GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
UNITED STATES 

brad schick
team discraft

MAX WT 174STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: FAIRWAY DRIVER

X XPRESS: STABILITY -1.0, MAX WT 174

Reach for Xpress when you need to throw a long, slow 
anhyzer.  Xpress will hold your turnover line and keep on 
gliding.  Great for rollers and hyzer flip-to-straight shots too.

XPRESS

MAX WT 176STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: FAIRWAY DRIVER

A legendary driver. In the mid-90s, the Cyclone ruled the tee, 
and ushered in the era of golf drivers made from high-tech 
engineered polymers. It's easy to control whether you're 
going straight, hyzer or anhyzer. A disc golf standard.

CYCLONE
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MAX WT 177STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: FAIRWAY DRIVER

ALSO AVILABLE IN ESP 150 CLASS

Impact will help you to stay in the fairway and lower your 
scores. The engineered rim crosshatching projects a faint 
wave around the Impact as it flies, displacing air to enhance 
glide while keeping the disc flat and straight.  

impact

MAX WT 177STABILITY -0.5

CLASS: FAIRWAY DRIVER

Great for beginners and pros too, Glide is easy to throw... 
and just keeps going! Grab a Glide when you need a little 
more controlled distance, or a long turnover driver.

glide

MAX WT 176STABILITY -1.0

CLASS: FAIRWAY DRIVER

Stratus is one of the best for slow, controlled flights. Easy to 
throw, it will fly straight at low to mid speeds, or fade to an 
anhyzer at higher speeds. A well-worn Stratus will flip flat 
when thrown on a hard hyzer. Try it for roller shots too!

stratus
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michael johansen
team discraft

MAX WT 180STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: MIDRANGE DRIVER

When you need to go 300 feet on a lazer line, reach for 
Comet. The legendary Comet is a super accurate, straight 
flying approach disc that has been called the best golf disc 
ever. Holds whatever line you throw it on. 

comet

MAX WT 175STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: MIDRANGE DRIVER

Hawk is the midrange of choice for 3x World Champ Nate 
Doss.  An excellent all-purpose mid that is especially handy 
on tight fairways. A straight flier out of the box, it's a perfect 
first choice for new players.

hawk

MAX WT 178STABILITY -0.5

CLASS: MIDRANGE DRIVER

The Meteor fits nicely into our midrange lineup, delivering 
steady, controlled turnovers with a lot of glide... even at 
slower speeds. Or release it at a seven o'clock angle for a 
nice smooth hyzer. 

meteor
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The world’s
most popular golf disc.

MAX WT 178STABILITY 0.5

CLASS: MIDRANGE DRIVER

More players agree: Buzzz is the best golf disc you can buy, 
period. It's an ultra-dependable, straight flying midrange that 
you'll reach for again and again. Throw it hard and versatile 
Buzzz will hold any line you put it on.

buzzz

MAX WT NASTABILITY 0.5

CLASS: MINI MARKER

Mini Buzzz has taken the world by storm. At approximately 
62 grams and about six inches across, it's larger and heavier 
than your standard mini. Looks awesome, flies great and 
always provides a ton of fun!

MINI  BUZZZ

MAX WT 178STABILITY 1.7

CLASS: MIDRANGE DRIVER

When you're facing a headwind, need a straight shot with a 
hard finish, or want to use a forehand throw, Buzzz OS 
delivers success. Plus it's beadless; it feels like a Buzzz in 
your hand, lending that familiar Buzzz confidence!

buzzz   Os

MAX WT 178STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: MIDRANGE DRIVER

Previously available only as a fundraiser, Buzzz SS is now a 
standard release by popular demand. Flies like a 
well-seasoned Buzzz right out of the box!  Super smooth for 
buttery anhyzers, a must-have for all Buzzz fans. 

buzzz   ss
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KILLER BEES
2.6  DRONE
1.7  BUZZZ  OS
1.5  WASP 
0.5  BUZZZ
0.0  BUZZZ  SS

2.6  DRONE
1.7  BUZZZ  OS
1.5  WASP 
0.5  BUZZZ
0.0  BUZZZ  SS

nate krahn
team discraft

MAX WT 178STABILITY 2.6

CLASS: MIDRANGE DRIVER

Our friends in windier places love the Drone like no other 
midrange for its ability to fight any headwind and not turn 
over. Slow and very overstable, Drone is best for advanced 
players and forehand approaches.

DRONE

MAX WT 178STABILITY 1.5

CLASS: MIDRANGE DRIVER

Take the sting out of your next moderate headwind approach 
with a Wasp. Superbly consistent flight characteristics for 
shots in the 250-350 foot range, you'll want one for windy 
days or mild hyzer finishes.

WASP
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MINIREVOLUTION
Our new over-sized minis have created a 
completely new class of fun and throwable 
golf discs with amazing distance potential. 
Give one a rip and you’ll be addicted too!!

Z  MINI  BUZZZ  MIDRANGE

BIG  Z  MINI
BUZZZ  MIDRANGE

JAWBREAKER  MINI
CHALLENGER  PUTTER

BIG  Z  MINI
UNDERTAKER  DRIVER

BIG  Z  MINI
NUKE  DRIVER

ALL  ARE  ALSO  AVAILABLE  FOR  CUSTOM  PRINTING  USING  YOUR  DESIGN
These discs are classified as mini markers; not legal as golf discs at PDGA sanctioned events
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scott papa
team discraft

MAX WT 175STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

ALSO AVAILABLE IN PRO D 150 CLASS

The Magnet is our flagship putter, and is used by thousands 
of seasoned disc golfers. Not too hard, not too soft... it goes 
in and stays in. Use as your utility putter of choice and it 
makes a superb short range driver and approach disc too.

MAGNET

MAX WT 175STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

BEST SELLER! Soft Magnet is specially engineered for players 
who love the Magnet but prefer a softer putter that grabs the 
chains. It's more tacky than floppy, with good grip for 
consistent release every time

soft  MAGNET

MAX WT 174STABILITY 1.5

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

Ringer is an excellent choice for an everyday utility disc. The 
combination of moderate overstability and low profile make 
Ringer a popular choice for approaches and putts alike in 
both calm and breezy conditions.

RINGER

MAX WT 174STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

A straight flier with extra glide, the Roach™ is crafty in avoiding 
danger while incessantly pursuing chains. Just point and shoot. 
Originally the 2015 Ace Race disc, it’s beadless too and feels 
great in the hand. Try a Roach on your next approach!

roach
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MAX WT 174STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

The APX rocks! Designed with a special elite plastic that 
allows for consistent release on crucial putts, it's just tacky 
enough for perfect grip, and sticky enough to grab the 
chains. It's perfectly stable too, so let 'er rip on short drives!

soft  apx

MAX WT 174STABILITY 1.0

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

Whether you're putting or throwing hard, Soft Challenger 
won't flip over in moderate winds. Players love the extra grip 
they get from Soft Challenger for a consistent release, putt 
after putt.

CHALLENGER
SOFT

MAX WT 174STABILITY 1.0

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

The legendary putter!  Challenger is overstable and very 
popular with seasoned players. It can get around trouble for 
those long hyzer putts and is overstable enough to take a 
good amount of snap on approaches.

CHALLENGER
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5X world champ
elaine king
team discraft

MAX WT 174STABILITY 2.0

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

Advanced players love the overstable, low-profiled Zone 
putter. Will hold the line without flipping on long approaches, 
and delivers predictable putts even in windy conditions.

zone

MAX WT 174STABILITY 0.5

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

Soft Focus has everything you need for putting success: 
controllable flight at slow to medium speeds; a good feel in 
the hand, and the grip confidence you want on every trip to 
the chains.  Try one... you’ll agree.

SOFT  focus

MAX WT 174STABILITY 0.5

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

This bullet-nosed brute fills a gap in Discraft's putter line up, 
being our only 0.5 putter. Focus will cut moderate winds on 
long approaches, and delivers pinpoint accuracy all the way 
to the chains.

focus
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nick papineau
team discraftMAX WT 174STABILITY 1.0

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

Our Groove Top putter delivers consistency and confidence 
with every release. Banger is overstable enough to handle a 
headwind, won't turn over on long approaches, won't skip on 
fast greens. Tuck your thumb in and feel the GT difference.

BANGER-GT

MAX WT 174STABILITY 1.0

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

Meet your next putter. If the grip of your putter is important, 
consider these factors: grippy X plastic, grippy softness, and 
the grippy Groove Top, all rolled into one putter. One throw, 
and you'll be hooked!

BANGER-GT
SOFT

MAX WT 175STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

Straight is great!  Rattler is a super accurate putt and 
approach golf disc. It flies slow, flat and ultra-stable to get 
you in close from 100 to 150 feet and let you nail more of 
those monster putts. 

RATTLER

MAX WT 174STABILITY 0.0

CLASS: PUTT AND APPROACH

The Putt'r is an excellent turnover approach putter. It goes 
super straight at slower speeds, and feels great in your hand. 
The Putt'r has been referred to by some as the best putter 
ever.  What will you acheive with it?

SOFT   PUTT'r
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sylvain gouge
team discraft

Discraft has created the most amazing plastic 
in disc golf. It is engineered to retain its 
texture, form and grippiness in any 
weather. And its high durability Z base 
plastic guarantees your disc will hold 
and maintain its stabililty and flight 
characteristics over the years. 

Z FLX prZ FLX provides players enough ‘give’ to 
allow you to dig into the disc for better grip 

in wet or cold conditions, yet has superb 
memory to snap back instantly on release. 

Z FLX models 
include Buzzz,

Buzzz SS, Buzzz OS,
Challenger, Crank,

Heat, Nuke, Nuke SS
Nuke OS and Zone.

Unlike any other plastic available in
disc sports... a Discraft exclusive!

The fun doesn’t have to end 
just because the sun goes 
down.  Glo golf discs will 
light up the night!  Expose 
them to bright light for a 
few moments and you’re 
ready to go!  

All Discraft Glo discs are Z All Discraft Glo discs are Z 
plastic.  Available models 
include Buzzz, Avenger SS, 
Comet, Crank, Meteor, Nuke 
and Zombee.

Whoa... it glows!
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Big Z Collection
Go big or go home.

Try something different to brighten up your 
disc golf bag: BIG stamps, standard molds, 
in a unique Big Z plastic! Big Z has all the 
durability of our popular Z line plastic, with 
a modest pearl quality added.

Fly DyeTM!
Each fly dyed disc is hand-crafted and unique
Let your colors fly!  Each Fly Dye disc is as unique as you are.  These 
discs are intensely bright and are individually hand colored for a one 
of a kind look.  It’s truly the Cadillac of disc treatments that you’ll 
enjoy for years.  Available on all Z models.

Fly Dye models subject to change.  See order form for current model availability.
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austin turner
team discraft

disc  golf  TOWELs
It's a micro-cotton It's a micro-cotton waffle weave that 
easily sheds debris when you give it a 
shake. It absorbs moisture well but is 
also thin so it doesn't take up a lot of 
valuable real estate in your bag. 
Dimensions: 24 x 14.5 inches, 
includes fabric hook loop. 

buzzz   hats

flexfit   flat   bill
- acrylic/wool blend
- two sizes
- available in black only

Flexfit   Curved   Bill
- 3D Bee logo
- nylon/cotton blend
- two sizes
- available in assorted colors

Snapback   Flat   Bill
(Solid)
- acrylic/wool blend
- adjustable
- available in assorted colors

Snapback   Flat   Bill
(Two   Tone)
- acrylic/wool blend
- adjustable
- available in assorted colors

High quality stickers made to last.  
Look great on cars, windows and 
water bottles.  White vinyl include 
Discraft, NUKE or Buzzz. Tri-panel 
screened include Buzzz & Crank.

discraft   stickers

This 8 oz performance hoodie is 
great for enhanced flexibility and 
compact storage. Sport-Wick 
moisture wicking helps to maintain 
comfort from start of your round to 
finish. Front pouch pocket, set-in 
sleeves, and HiveHex design on 
inner sleeinner sleeves, side panels and hood 
lining. 100% poly.

HIVEHEX  HOODIE

The Street Buzzz performance tee wicks 
away moisture and is tournament legal. 
100% poly, short sleeves.

street  buzzz  performance  tee
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all accessories and many more available at

http://discraftfactorystore.com

Holds 6 - 8 discs.  Includes putter pocket, 
reinforced and padded shoulder strap, zippered 
and velcroed rain fly, water bottle pouch and 
zippered inner pocket.  Discs sold separately.  

weekender   bag

Made of sturdy plastic, the score panel can be used 
over and over with pencil and eraser. Supports groups 

of up to six players and features a punch slot for 
attaching to the player's bag. The reverse side 

includes a complete Discraft disc golf flight guide.

reusable   scorecard

The Discraft performance tees will wick 
away moisture and are tournament legal. 
100% poly, short sleeves. Chest designs 
include Ultimate, Basket, Crank & Buzzz, 

all with Discraft logo on back.

wicking   performance   teeS

This beanie by Yuppong can help keep you focused 
in cold weather rounds. High quality, 100% 
acrylic. One size fits most. 

BUZZZ  BEANIE

40 gram Thinsulate Flex 
material embroidered with 
the Discraft logo on front. 
By Yupoong. 

CUFF BEANIE

Absorbs hand moisture with no 
dust or residue buildup. Designed 
for disc golfers using exclusive 
Absorbead technology. Will work in 
any weather conditions.

Discraft  Sportsack

A consistent favorite.  High quality 100% cotton 
shell with sandwich bill and velcro strap adjuster 
for a perfect fit.  Your choice of “Play Disc Golf,” 
“Play Ultimate” or no embroidery on bill.

classic   cap

Holds 12-14 discs plus the usual 
accessories.  Quality workmanship, PVC 
bottom keeps moisture out.  Includes 
removable liner that holds discs better.  
Quick-release velcro and zippered rain fly.  
Discs and other accessories not included.

tournament bag
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Complete display rack holds 
approximately 150 discs, and can be free 
standing or wall-mounted.  Comes fully 
assembled and ready to use out of the 

box.  Discs sold separately.

retail   display   rack

Free to retailers in most cases.
See order form or ask your

Discraft sales representative.

pop  POSTERS

This custom-designed disc rack 
will work on most any retail 
display surface, including 

pegboard, slatboard and wire 
gridwall.  Holds 12-16 golf discs 
or 8 Ultra-Stars.  The upright 

design keeps discs in better, and 
allows more product per square allows more product per square 

foot while still allowing customers 
to pull a disc from the back 

without disturbing items above.  
Comes with display cards by class 
that are interchangeable as your 
inventory changes.  Center bar 

kkeeps discs from sliding or falling 
out when stock gets low.

single   display   rack

Ultra-Star deluxe box with hook mount.  
Retail bag with hook mount header 
available for virtually all our discs.

retail   packaging

Our popular retail set includes a driver, 
midrange and putter.  Displays via hook 
mount or can free stand.

Beginner   three   pack   set

Includes two drivers, one midrange, one 
putter and a weekender bag.  Models and 
plastics may vary.  Display free standing.

deluxe   four    pack   set
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SUPERIOR DESIGN
1. Sliding chain mechanism allows 
chains to ‘give’ for fewer bounce outs.

2. Inner chains are staggered to 
seriously reduce cut-through by giving 
the disc more links to hit.

3. The welding and design of the 
Trapper basket is configured to make 
sure the disc hits the bottom of the 
basket and stays there.

Basic basket plus wheeled metal 
base for easy set up of target 
practice, temp courses and special 
events.  Moving is a snap.

CHAINSTAR STAND MOUNTED

Basic setup plus ground sleeve and 
locking collar assembly for easy 
removal.  Add additional ground 
sleeves for multiple target positions. 
Our most popular option.

CHAINSTAR REMOVABLE

Includes top chain assembly, 
Trapper basket and mounting pipe.

CHAINSTAR BASIC

CHAINSTAR FOR PLAYERS CHAINSTAR FOR PARKS

NO TOP BELT = NO GRAFFITI, NO RUSTING!

DURABLE HOT-DIPPED GALVANIZED STEEL

STRETCH YOUR BUDGET WITH COURSE DISCOUNTS

NO TOP BELT = LARGER TARGET AREA

FEWER CUT-THROUGHS THAN THE OTHER GUYS

SLIDING CHAIN MECHANISM FOR BETTER GIVE

Welcome to

Country

Choose the player’s favorite.  Choose ChainStar baskets.
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